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Abstract: Objective: This study aimed to explore the value of layer-specific strain analysis by two-dimensional speck-
le tracking imaging (2D-STI) in the assessment of myocardial toxicity in breast cancer patients receiving anthracy-
cline chemotherapy. Methods: Thirty-four breast cancer patients receiving anthracycline chemotherapy were pro-
spectively enrolled. Conventional echocardiography and 2D-STI were evaluated at baseline after the third and sixth 
cycles of anthracycline chemotherapy. The strains of different layers of left ventricle (LV) including peak systolic 
longitudinal strain (endo-LS, mid-LS, epi-LS) and circumferential strain (endo-CS, mid-CS, epi-CS) were measured 
using EchoPAC analysis software. Peak systolic longitudinal strain (MV-LS, PM-LS, AP-LS), circumferential strain 
(MV-CS, PM-CS, AP-CS) and radial strain (MV-RS, PM-RS, AP-RS) were measured at mitral valve, papillary muscle 
and apex levels of LV respectively. Global longitudinal strain (GLS), global circumferential strain (GCS), global radial 
strain (GRS), and left ventricular twist (LVtw) were also analyzed. Results: There was no significant difference in 
the structural and functional parameters of conventional 2D echocardiography in different cycles of anthracycline 
chemotherapy (P>0.05); layer specific LS and CS in various cycles decreased layer by layer from inside to outside. 
LS and CS increased from basal segment to apical segment, while RS showed no obvious gradient characteristics; 
compared with baseline, GLS and LSs (endo-PM, endo-AP, mid-PM, mid-AP and epi-AP) of LV decreased significantly 
after the third cycle of chemotherapy (P<0.05); LSs (epi-MV and epi-AP) decreased significantly after the sixth cycle 
of chemotherapy (P<0.05). No significant changes were detected in layer specific CS, RS and LVtw (P>0.05). Con-
clusion: Layer-specific strain analysis by 2D-STI technology can quantitatively analyze global and regional functions 
of LV. The myocardial toxicity due to anthracycline chemotherapy can be detected by layer-specific LS of LV in early 
stage, which is great valuable to guiding clinical early intervention and improving prognosis.
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Introduction

Anthracycline drugs, as one of the most impor-
tant drugs in postoperative chemotherapy for 
breast cancer patients, have been widely used 
in clinic field. However, their adverse effects, 
especially myocardial damage, are also worth 
of attention. It is necessary to control a pa- 
tient’s quality of life and to prolong his or her 
life, but it is also accompanied by increased 
morbidity and mortality due to cardiac toxicity 
[1]. The American Society of Echocardiography 

(ASE) and the European Association of Car- 
diovascular Imaging (ESC) recommend echo-
cardiography for monitoring and follow-up of 
cardiotoxicity [2]. The LVEF measured by con-
ventional echocardiography is based on the 
study of cardiac morphology. It can detect the 
damage of the whole cardiac function only af- 
ter the morphological changes and ventricular 
remodeling. Speckle Tracking Imaging (STI) 
technology tracks the motion trajectory of ultra-
sound echo spots in the myocardium, and plots 
the strain of the myocardium in the region of 
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interest throughout the cardiac cycle. It re- 
flects the real-time movement and deforma- 
tion of the myocardium and can quantitatively 
describe the cardiac function from multiple 
directions in the longitudinal, radial and circum-
ferential directions, and can more accurately 
analyze and study the local and overall con- 
tractile function of the myocardium. Superior  
to conventional echocardiographic parameters, 
two-dimensional speckle tracking imaging (2D-
STI) can detect subtle myocardial dysfunction 
even when left ventricular ejection fraction 
(LVEF) is normal [3]. Cardiotoxicity caused by 
anthracyclines is dose-dependent, leads to cell 
apoptosis, and is therefore irreversible at the 
cell level. With the increasing dose of anthracy-
cline drugs, the myocardial damage becomes 
more serious and irreversible [4, 5]. Because of 
the substantial cardiac toxicity of chemothera-
py, there is significant clinical interest in early 
detection of cardiac dysfunction. In this study, 
we observed the effects of anthracycline drugs 
on the systolic functions of different layers of 
the left ventricle (LV) in breast cancer patients, 
and aimed to explore the clinical value of this 
technology in the early identification of myocar-
dial toxicity of anthracycline drugs.

Materials and methods

Study subjects

In this study, a total of 50 breast cancer 
patients, who were treated in Nantong Third 
People’s Hospital, Nantong University, were 
recruited from March 2018 to January 2020,  
of whom, 7 patients were excluded due to poor 
image quality, 4 patients changed treatment 
regimen due to serious drug side effects, 3 
patients were lost to follow-up during the treat-
ment, 2 patients did not sign the informed con-
sent. Finally, 34 patients with complete data 
were included into this study, all of them were 
females with an average age of 51.6±9.6 (ran- 
ge: 31-70) years old. This study was approved 
by the Ethics Committee of Nantong Third 
People’s Hospital, Nantong University.

Inclusion criteria: (1) The patients had no his-
tory of heart disease; (2) The patients received 
8 cycles of sequential chemotherapy with epi-
rubicin, cyclophosphamide and paclitaxel; (3) 
The patients previously had not received che-
motherapy, radiotherapy or endocrine therapy; 
(4) No obvious abnormality was observed in 
ECG before chemotherapy; (5) The ultrasound 

images met the requirements for 2D-STI 
analysis.

Exclusion criteria: (1) The patients had serious 
heart diseases such as cardiomyopathy, valvu-
lar disease and heart failure previously; (2)  
The patients had a history of other tumors or 
received anti-tumor treatment in the past; (3) 
The patients had received chemotherapy and 
adjuvant radiotherapy; (4) The patients had his-
tory of chronic diseases such as hypertension, 
coronary heart disease and diabetes.

Instruments and methods

Instrument: GE Vivid E9 Doppler ultrasound 
diagnostic instrument was equipped with M5S 
probe, with a frequency of 1.5-4.3 MHz. All 
patients underwent conventional echocardiog-
raphy and 2D-STI layer-specific strain assess-
ment in the resting stage. Images post-pro-
cessing was performed by GE EchoPAC work- 
station, which was equipped with 2D strain 
analysis software.

Examination method and data analysis: All 
patients were evaluated by echocardiography 
before chemotherapy, at the ends of the third 
and sixth cycles of chemotherapy according to 
the chemotherapy protocol. Thence, the echo-
cardiography was performed respectively at 
three points including baseline (before chemo-
therapy), cycle 3 (cumulative dose of epirubicin 
≤360 mg/m2), cycle 6 (cumulative dose of epi-
rubicin ≤480 mg/m2).

The following parameters were evaluated by 
conventional echocardiography: left ventricular 
end diastolic diameter (LVDD), left ventricular 
end systolic diameter (LVSD), interventricular 
septal thickness (IVST), left ventricular posteri-
or wall thickness (LVPWT), early-to-late mitral 
inflow velocity ratio (E/A ratio) and early diastol-
ic mitral annulus velocity (e’), and ratio of early 
diastolic mitral inflow velocity to early diastolic 
annulus velocity (E/e’). Left ventricular ejec- 
tion fraction (LVEF) was measured by modified 
biplane Simpson method.

Parasternal short axis views at the mitral valve, 
papillary muscle and apex levels as well as  
apical 4-chamber, 2-chamber and 3-chamber 
views were obtained. All the images were 
obtained at a frame rate of 60-90 frames/s. 
Three consecutive cardiac cycles in sinus rhy- 
thm were digitally stored for subsequent analy-
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Table 1. Comparison of conventional echocardiographic parameters among three time points of 
chemotherapy (

_
x  ± sd)

Time LVDD 
(mm)

LVSD 
(mm)

IVST 
(mm)

LVPWT 
(mm) LVEF (%) E/A e’ 

(mm/s) E/e’

Baseline 43.7±3.5 27.8±2.5 8.4±0.8 8.2±0.8 65.9±3.3 1.1±0.3 8.3±2.4 10.1±3.1
Cycle 3 (AD≤360 mg/m2) 43.8±4.0 28.6±2.7 8.3±0.9 8.3±0.7 64.3±3.4 1.0±0.3 7.7±2.5 10.4±3.2
Cycle 6 (AD≤480 mg/m2) 43.8±3.6 28.4±3.2 8.4±0.7 8.4±0.6 64.5±4.1 1.0±0.4 7.6±2.1 10.6±2.6
P values 0.9939 0.2453 0.6612 0.3195 0.1006 0.1619 0.0508 0.5793
Note: AD: Accumulated dose; P values were based on multilevel models with the repeated time points as the level 1 and the 
individual subject as the level 2. LVDD: left ventricular end diastolic diameter; LVSD: left ventricular end systolic diameter; IVST: 
interventricular septal thickness; LVPWT: left ventricular posterior wall thickness; E/A ratio: early-to-late mitral inflow velocity 
ratio; e’: early diastolic mitral annulus velocity; E/e’: ratio of early diastolic mitral inflow velocity to early diastolic annulus veloc-
ity; LVEF: left ventricular ejection fraction.

sis during breath-hold. Echo PAC workstation 
was used to analyze the peak systolic longitudi-
nal strains of three layers of left ventricular 
(endo-LS, mid-LS and epi-LS), the peak systolic 
longitudinal strains at the mitral valve, papillary 
muscle and apex levels (MV-LS and PM-LS, 
AP-LS) and the global longitudinal strain (GLS). 
Peak systolic circumferential strains of three 
layers of left ventricle (endo-CS, mid-CS and 
epi-CS), systolic circumferential strain at mitral 
valve, papillary muscle and apex levels (MV-CS 
and PM-CS, AP-CS), and peak systolic radial 
strains at mitral valve, papillary muscle and 
apex levels (MV-RS, PM-RS, AP-RS) were also 
assessed. Global circumferential strain (GCS), 
global radial strain (GRS) and left ventricular 
twist (LVtw) were measured.

Consistency assessment

Consistency assessment was performed for 
2D-STI layer-specific strain examination, 20 
patients were randomly selected as the study 
subjects and the image acquisition and analy-
sis were completed by two experienced doc-
tors. The consistency assessment was divided 
into two types: the assessment of consistency 
of two repeated examinations on the same 
patient by the same doctor (the intra-observer 
consistency assessment) and the assessment 
of consistency of two examinations on the 
same patient by two doctors (inter-observer 
consistency assessment). GLS, GCS, GRS and 
LVtw were selected as consistency assessment 
indexes. Bland-Altman method was used for 
consistency assessment, and mean ± 1.96 SD 
was defined as the consistent interval. The 
good consistency is defined as that the values 

beyond the predefined interval were less than 
10%.

Statistical method

Both the measured values of conventional 
echocardiography and 2D-STI layer-specific 
strain examination were continuous variables, 
which were described by mean ± standard de- 
viation (

_
x  ± sd). The comparison among the 

measured values at baseline and the ends of 
third and sixth cycles was performed by multi-
level model (2 level model) with the repeated 
time points as the level 1 and the individual 
subject as the level 2. The line charts were 
applied to display the trends of each measure-
ment index through the repeated measured 
time points, the box plots were used to show 
the changes in GLS and LSs from baseline to 
the ends of third and sixth cycles. All statistical 
analyses were performed using SAS version 
9.4 (Statistical Analysis System Inc., USA). 
Differences were considered significant based 
on two-sided tests if P values were less than 
0.05.

Results

Comparison of conventional echocardio-
graphic parameters among three time points 
of chemotherapy

There were no significant differences (P>0.05) 
in LVDD, LVSD, IVST and LVPWT among three 
time points of chemotherapy. There was also 
no statistically significant difference in LVEF  
(an index for left ventricular systolic function) 
among three time points of chemotherapy 
(P>0.05). In addition, there were no significant 
differences in left ventricular diastolic func-
tions such as e’, E/A and E/e’ (P>0.05; Table 1).
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Figure 2. Circumferential layer-specific strain of left ventricular myocardium (parasternal short view at apical level): 
endo > mid > epi.

Figure 1. Longitudinal layer-specific strain of left ventricular myocardium (apical 3 chamber view): endo > mid > epi.
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Figure 3. Line charts for the trends of LS, CS in differ-
ent layers and LS, CS, RS in different segments with-
in three time points of chemotherapy. A and B: Line 
charts for the trends of LS, CS in different layers; C-E: 
LS, CS, RS in different segments within three time 
points of chemotherapy.

Comparison of layer specific strain among 
different segments in three time points of 
chemotherapy

In different chemotherapy cycles, layer specific 
LS and CS showed gradient characteristics 
(Figures 1 and 2). The layer specific LS and CS 
decreased from the endo-myocardium, mid-
myocardium to the epi-myocardium in baseline, 
the third cycle and the sixth cycle (Figure 3A 
and 3B). Conversely, the segmental LS and CS 

increased from basal segment, middle seg-
ment to apical segment at baseline and the 
ends of third and sixth cycles (Figure 3C and 
3D). However, RS had no obvious gradient char-
acteristic (Figure 3E).

Comparison of layer specific strain among 
different segments at three time points of 
chemotherapy

Compared to layer specific strains at baseline, 
longitudinal layer-specific strain of left ventricle 
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Figure 4. LVEF measured by conventional echocardiography and longitudinal layer-specific strain (LS) measured by 
2D-STI in different chemotherapy cycles in the same breast cancer patient. A, C, E: LVEF measured by conventional 
echocardiography at three measurement time points of chemotherapy. B, D, F: Left ventricular longitudinal layer-
specific strain (LS) measured by 2D-STI technology at three measurement time points of chemotherapy.

Table 2. Comparison of layer specific LS among different segments at three time points of chemo-
therapy (

_
x  ± sd)

Variables (%) Baseline Cycle 3 (AD≤360 mg/m2) Cycle 6 (AD≤480 mg/m2) P values
LS endo-MV -19.4±2.7 -18.4±3.1 -18.4±3.1 0.1235
endo-PM -22.3±3.5 -20.6±3.8 -19.8±4.3 0.0023
endo-AP -30.5±7.7 -27.7±7.6 -26.9±8.5 0.0140
mid-MV -18.4±2.6 -17.6±2.8 -17.3±2.9 0.0878
mid-PM -20.1±3.0 -18.6±3.5 -18.1±3.8 0.0063
mid-AP -23.7±5.9 -21.4±6.0 -20.9±6.8 0.0230
epi-MV -17.9±2.3 -16.9±2.6 -16.5±2.5 0.0212
epi-PM -18.3±3.1 -17.2±2.9 -16.7±3.4 0.0282
epi-AP -18.9±4.5 -17.0±4.9 -16.7±5.6 0.0294
GLS -21.1±3.4 -19.5±3.6 -19.0±4.1 0.0066
Note: P values were based on multilevel models with the repeated time points as the level 1 and the individual subject as the 
level 2. GLS: Global longitudinal strain.
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Figure 5. Box plots for the trends of GLS, LS in different layers and segments among three time points of chemo-
therapy. A: Box plots for the trends of GLS; B-H: LS in different layers and segments among three time points of 
chemotherapy. GLS: Global longitudinal strain.

Table 3. Comparison of layer specific CS and RS among different segments at three time points of 
chemotherapy (

_
x  ± sd)

Variables (%) Baseline Cycle 3 (AD≤360 mg/m2) Cycle 6 (AD≤480 mg/m2) P value
CS endo-MV -19.8±6.6 -18.7±6.0 -19.3±5.2 0.7021
    Mid-MV -14.4±3.5 -13.6±3.7 -14.0±3.7 0.6304
    Epi-MV -10.6±2.9 -10.0±2.8 -9.4±3.4 0.2426
    Endo-PM -22.7±5.8 -21.4±11.7 -20.3±6.8 0.4549
    Mid-PM -15.7±4.0 -14.0±3.4 -14.4±3.8 0.1278
    Epi-PM -10.7±3.7 -9.6±3.5 -9.7±3.4 0.3118
    Endo-AP -22.7±7.4 -26.6±9.0 -27.2±10.8 0.0612
    Mid-AP -17.0±5.2 -18.4±5.3 -19.0±7.5 0.3711
    Epi-AP -13.4±5.0 -12.9±4.5 -13.2±6.7 0.9371
GCS -16.3±2.8 -16.1±3.6 -16.5±3.9 0.8792
LVtw 13.6±7.7 13.9±6.0 14.6±8.1 0.8077
RS
    MV 32.9±20.0 32.4±21.3 35.4±18.7 0.7862
    PM 40.9±23.5 35.5±22.4 33.6±28.6 0.3260
    AP 23.2±17.9 25.4±16.8 27.8±18.7 0.5095
GRS 32.3±11.9 31.1±11.9 32.3±12.4 0.8745
Note: P-based on the comparison results in different periods among 2-level models (cumulative dose groups). GCS: global 
circumferential strain; GRS: global radial strain; LVtw: left ventricular twist.

showed a downward trend along with increased 
chemotherapy cycles (Figure 4).

Compared to layer specific strains at baseline, 
GLS and layer specific LSs (endo-PM, endo-AP, 
mid-PM, mid-AP and epi-AP) decreased sig- 
nificantly in the third cycle of chemotherapy 
(P<0.05); layer specific LSs (epi-MV and epi-
PM) decreased significantly in the sixth cycle of 
chemotherapy (P<0.05; Table 2; Figure 5).

There were no significant differences in param-
eters such as left ventricular CSs, RSs and 
LVtw among three time points of chemotherapy 
(Table 3).

After anthracycline treatment was finished, 
GLS decreased by more than 15% in 5 patients, 
and the LVEF decreased by more than 10% in 3 
patients but did not exceed the lower limit of 
normal value.

Consistency test

GLS, GCS, GRS and LVtw showed good intra-
observer consistency and inter-observer con-

sistency. Taking Mean ± 1.96 SD as the consis-
tency interval, the measured values beyond 
that were less than 10% (only one value outside 
the interval for GCS, GLS and LVtw in the intra-
operator assessment, and only one value out-
side the interval for GRS and LVtw in the inter-
operator assessment). It suggested that strain 
parameters such as GLS, GCS, GRS and LVtw 
had good consistency (Figures 6, 7).

Discussion

In this study, we found that 2D-STI technology 
could identify subclinical myocardial injury, 
which was more sensitive than conventional 
echocardiography. Using the 2D-STI technolo-
gy, the absolute values of strains in three-layers 
of each left ventricular segment (LS and CS) 
expressed gradient characteristics. LS and CS 
decreased layer by layer from the endo-myocar-
dium to the epi-myocardium, and increased 
gradually from the basal segment to the apical 
segment, while RS had no such gradient char-
acteristics. We concluded that the myocardium 
in the apical segment was more susceptible to 
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Figure 6. Intraoperator (2 measurements) Bland-Altman plots. A: GRS is global circumferential strain, 5% (1/20) 
measurement is out of limit of agreement; B: GCS is global radial strain, 5% (1/20) measurement is out of limit of 
agreement; C: GLS is global longitudinal strain, 5% (1/20) measurement is out of limit of agreement; D: LVtw is left 
ventricular twist, 5% (1/20) measurement is out of limit of agreement.

the influence of chemotherapy drugs, wherein 
the whole thickness of myocardium was affect-
ed in the early stage, and the epi-myocardium 
was affected later than the endo-myocardium 
and mid-myocardium.

2D-STI technology can objectively evaluate the 
global and segmental motion of left ventricu- 
lar myocardium in longitudinal, circumferential 
and radial directions by tracking the relative 
motion of speckles in the myocardium, so it can 
realize precise accurate quantitative analysis 
on the regional and global systolic and diastolic 
functions of the myocardium [6]. In previous 
studies, 2D-STI technology have been widely 
used in diagnosis of various of heart diseases, 
such as heart failure, coronary artery disease, 
valvular heart disease, and cardio myopathies 
[7, 8]. Several publications have showed that 
GLS is useful in detecting early dysfunction of 
left ventricle by chemotherapy [9-11]. Even in 

patients with breast cancer showing normal 
LVEF, standard anti-cancer treatment could re- 
duce GLS values in addition to other conven-
tional echocardiographic parameters [12, 13]. 
The layer-specific strain is a more accurate 
strain analysis technology based on the 2D-STI. 
By tracking the stable acoustic speckles in the 
endo-myocardium, mid-myocardium and epi-
myocardium respectively, the strains in differ-
ent layers of myocardium can be calculated, 
which can reflect the change of cardiac con-
traction function more sensitively [14]. Several 
recent studies have shown that assessment of 
myocardial layer-specific strain may allow for 
detection of early subclinical cardiac dysfunc-
tion in children after anthracycline therapy 
despite normal LVEF [15, 16]. Layer specific 
strain technology was utilized in this study to 
analyze the functional changes of different 
myocardial layers of breast cancer patients in 
the early cycle of anthracycline chemotherapy. 
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Figure 7. Interoperator (2 operators) Bland-Altman plots. A: GRS is global circumferential strain, 5% (1/20) measure-
ment is out of limit of agreement; B: GCS is global radial strain, no measurement is out of limit of agreement; C: GLS 
is global longitudinal strain, no measurement is out of limit of agreement; D: LVtw is left ventricular twist, 5% (1/20) 
measurement is out of limit of agreement.

Furthermore, we explored the value of layer 
specific strain technology in identifying and 
monitoring early cardiac toxicity of anthracy-
cline drugs.

In this study, 2D-STI technology was used to 
analyze the patients’ left ventricular function. It 
was found that GLS and LSs in some segmen- 
tal myocardia decreased obviously in the third 
cycle of chemotherapy (P<0.05). However, nei-
ther cardiac structural parameters nor func-
tional parameter (LVEF) in conventional echo-
cardiography appeared a remarkable decline  
in the whole chemotherapy cycle. Our results 
showed that subclinical myocardial function 
damage had occurred when the cumulative 
dose of anthracycline reached 360 mg/m2, 
which was consistent with the results in previ-
ous studies [17, 18]. The LVEF is not as sensi-
tive as STI in monitoring the cardiotoxicity of 
anthracycline drugs due to the fact that LVEF is 

susceptible to cardiac preload, afterload and 
myocardial contractility. In addition, the circum-
ferential strain compensation maintains LVEF 
normal when GLS decreases, which affects  
the sensitivity of LVEF monitoring LV systolic 
function.

This study showed that the absolute values of 
myocardial LS and CS had gradient character- 
istics in different cycles of chemotherapy. They 
decreased layer by layer from endo-myocardi-
um to epi-myocardium, which might be corre-
lated with different myocardial tensions of dif-
ferent layers of myocardium caused by different 
curvature radiuses of various layers of myocar-
dium. Another reason might be that the align-
ment directions of various layers of myocardi-
um were different, so the thickening rate of left 
ventricular wall during systole was mainly con-
tributed from the endocardial contraction, only 
1/3 of which was contributed from the epicar-
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chemotherapy cycle. In our study, there was  
no significant difference in the parameters CS 
and RS during chemotherapy which could be 
explained by that CS and RS were mainly pro-
duced by the circumferential fibers in the mid-
myocardium. The curvature radius of the cir-
cumferential fibers was smaller than that of the 
longitudinal fibers, so the pressure they with-
stood was also lower than that withstood by the 
longitudinal fibers. Therefore, the decrease of 
CS and RS was later than that of LS [23].

In this observational study, firstly, we could only 
assess correlations, not cause-and-effect rela-
tionships between parameters due to limited 
follow-up time; secondly, we just focused on the 
cardiotoxicity of anthracycline drugs, but these 
drugs could be used in combination with other 
drugs. For example, the combined application 
of trastuzumab might also cause myocardial 
depression. Theoretically, trastuzumab has lit-
tle effects on cardiac function, which needs to 
be confirmed by further study. It is also a future 
research direction in our center.
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